District Department, School or Teacher would like to use a technology site/app.

Check the District Academic Technology Menu

Does our menu contain a suitable solution?

Yes

Department/School/Teacher submits site/app to HDPC

Does submission warrant a full response?

Site/App is evaluated for legal, technical, curricular and other criteria.

What is the result of this evaluation?

Supported

Department, School, or Teacher is notified that the site/app is approved.
Supports are put into place.

Allowed

Department, School, or Teacher is notified that the site/app is approved.

Allowed w/caution

Department, School, or Teacher is notified that the site/app is approved. Cautions are explained.

Not allowed

Department, School, or Teacher is notified that the site/app is not approved. Referred to process for finding solutions.

Results of evaluation are added to the District Academic Technology Menu